Case Study: Study Carrels

Objective:
Provide a modern and functional environment that encourages quiet study and independent research.

Client: Library Commons, Seneca College of Applied Arts & Technology, Newnham Campus
Product: Study Carrels
Project Scope: 300 Study Carrels

Solution: Offered innovative products tailored and value-engineered to effectively represent the Client’s specific requirements and allocated budget. Customized components to maximize space and improve product functionality. Furnished the space to accommodate 15% more students within the same square footage while increasing individual study and aisle areas.

1. Frosted and Tempered Glass Storage Shelf
2. Power Centre for Laptop use
3. Cantilevered Leg Option (Fixed Height)
4. Galatea Leg Option (Height Adjustable)
5. Post Leg Option
6. Vertical Wire Management Channel
7. Adjustable Leg positions (Shown 29”h & 32” h)
8. Shared Galatea Leg

Cover. View of Library Commons Study Area

Results: Contemporary, calm and inviting space conducive to quiet study with exceptional versatility. Privacy Dividers define study areas for concentration. Product power capabilities facilitate computer, laptop or flat screen technology with an 8 Wire 4 Circuit System. Adjustable Galatea Leg positions the surface height at 27” – 32” to accommodate both standard and wheelchair seating.

Benefits: Product designed to expand, adapt and re-configure to accommodate future changes with ease. Sturdy construction, premium quality laminates, spacious surfaces with indestructible edges reveal incomparable quality, design and value.